
What You Can Build



Why Saito?

Saito blockchains are more secure, stable and flexible than 
Hyperledger or any competing offering.

They are easy to use and support familiar technologies like 
javascript. Web developers can easily build Saito apps.

Users can start on private / permissioned chains and migrate to a 
public blockchain or vice versa. Service providers earn income 
either way. 



What can you build?



Classic 
Applications
Web or native

Rich and full featured

Mix on-chain / off-chain data



Primary 
Applications

Sub 
Modules

Chat 
Module

Interactive Modules
Re-use existing modules for fast prototyping

Extend and interact with existing software stack



Application Types



Applications embed data in 
transactions and broadcast 
them onto the network. 

Peers listen for updates.

Uses: 
The blockchain allows users to 
collect and exchange data in 
situations where participants 
need an open network, but 
want authenticated read/write 
data-sharing.

Broadcast            ①



Secure Multiparty Messaging

● Longform
● Short messages and chat
● API and broadcast
● IOT and device control

Example:



Appointments and Scheduling
Example:



Saito is already being used in a supply-chain 
tracking application run by DHB Global, an 
early network partner.

Participants in the DHB initiative are identified 
(or self-register) by secure cryptographic keys. 
Participants then publish real-time updates 
on order processing and shipping updates via 
laptop or smartphone.

This system has helped DHB Global avoid 
fraud in its producement processes, allowing 
distant customers to verify certifications, 
factory conditions and document shipping 
status from materials purchase to delivery.

Supply Chain
Example:



Peer send and receive 
instructions which are added 
to a stack in ordered fashion 
and executed in sync.

Uses: 
L2 blockchains, smart contract 
platforms and more complex 
enterprise applications that 
require simultaneous 
execution and real-time user 
interactivity.

Stack                  ②



Complex Multi-Party Interactions



Peer-to-Peer         ③
P2P applications use Saito to automate on-chain 
Diffie-Hellman key-exchanges, the management 
of peer keylists, and then handle significant 
data-exchange activities with off-chain network 
transfers.

Saito provides a fallback communications layer 
for these applications when off-chain and 
peer-to-peer relays fail to work or when network 
topology must be updated. 

Uses: 
Peer-to-peer versions of wechat / whatsapp / 
instagram and other social applications along 
with applications integrating off-chain crypto- 
currency payments or enabling transfers between 
parties on money-protocols.
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Smart Contracts   ④

Saito supports smart contracts, without forcing 

every application into that development model. 

The network offers native support for 

javascript applications, but can be extended to 

support other languages / toolsets.



Which Approach is Best?



Application Dependent

Saito is flexible enough to support whatever type 
of application design is needed. Users can build 
applications themselves, or build platforms that 
help users deploy their own applications.

Every application can choose how much of a 
custom stack to use and which existing modules 
/ components to include.

Need an Application Developed?

We welcome serious inquiries from potential 
partners. We can build prototypes for most 
application in days not months.



Supply Chain Management

EHR or Data Tracking

Payment and Escrow

Social Media or IOT

Start with the 
problem you need 

to solve



More Reasons for Saito



Freedom to Choose

Multiple 
Cryptocurrencies

Saito modules allow the network to be used 
to send and receive funds in almost any 
cryptocurrency.

Users can install the modules they want to 
use. Or issue their own tokens. Permissioned 
networks can also have totally independent 
monetary policies.



Legal Protection

International 
Patents

Saito is the only blockchain to have solved the 
51% and several other economic attacks.

Saito’s consensus pays infrastructure while 
securing the network.

The network prices inclusion of new data at 
market rates creating a simple secure data 
storage model.

These innovations are now patented in the 
United States, and patent-pending in China 
and Europe.



Financial Success

A Rising Tide
Saito is moving towards a public sale, with 
seed-stage investors who include owners and 
operators of two major Asia-based exchanges.

We are happy to share upside exposure on our 
public sale with those building on Saito and 
contributing to the development of the Saito 
ecosystem.



richard@saito.tech

https://saito.io


